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a b s t r a c t

We study the temporal correlations in the evolution of the order parameter φ (t) for the
Vicsek model with vectorial noise by estimating its Hurst exponent H with detrended
fluctuation analysis (DFA). We present results on this parameter as a function of noise
amplitude η introduced in simulations. We also compare with well known order–disorder
phase transition for that same noise range. We find that – regardless of detrending degree
– H spikes at the known coexistence noise for phase transition, and that this is due to
nonstationarities introduced by the transit of the system between two well defined states
with lower exponents. We statistically support this claim by successfully synthesizing
equivalent cases derived from a transformed fractional Brownian motion (TfBm).

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

What we now know as the Vicsek Model (VM) is a metric model based on the supposition that each element (without
an internal structure) in a swarm has a tendency to mimic the motion of its neighbors, being this interaction affected by an
intrinsic noise [1]. Despite its inherent simplicity, the VMpresentsmany outstanding features such as phase transitions, self-
organization and fluctuations (many and varied studies based on the VM can be found on reviews [2–4] and cited references).
The original VM has been studied under several theoretical approaches, being the hydrodynamics formulation by Toner and
Tu [5] one of the most influential. In this context we must also cite Bialek et al. [6] for their quantitative microscopic theory
to describe starlings flocking based on experimental data.

Natural systems, such as the human heart rate [7], internet traffic [8], invasion percolation [9], financial time series
[10–12], or space storms [13] are known to show phase transitions related to fractal properties usually measured by Hurst
exponents. Recently, Zhao et al. [14] have studied the correlations present in a second order phase transition (2D Ising) and
have found that the generalized Hurst exponent can serve as an early phase transition warning. In this work we study the
temporal correlations present in the order parameter time series for the Vicsek model with vectorial noise undergoing a
phase transition.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows: in Section 2 we detail the Vicsek model with vectorial noise; in
Section 3we discuss the DFA framework used to analyze the order parameter time series with results presented in Section 4.
In Section 4.1 we discuss the presence and relevance of nonstationarities in the series at phase transition. Finally, the
conclusions are detailed in Section 5.
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Fig. 1. The Vicsek model with vectorial noise. (a) Particles to be considered in the circular neighborhood of particle i. (b) Computation of Vi for particles in
Ui and vectorial noise adding to find θi (t + ∆t) (v0 = 1/2).

2. The Vicsek model with vectorial noise (VMVN)

We simulate N particles in a two dimensional box of sides Lwith periodic boundary conditions (a particle leaving the box
from one side re-enters on the opposite side), moving at a fixed speed v0 [1]. Each particle has a position r⃗i (t) and a uniform
speed v0. At t = 0 we [we distribute the N particles across the box by assigning random initial positions and angles (the
angles θi are in the [−π, π ] range). Changes in particle velocity are due to angle θi (t). Now, for a given particle we center
a circular neighborhood Ui

(
r⃗i; R; t

)
(where R is a maximal interaction distance for all particles) and calculate the average

velocity among neighbor particles:

V⃗i (t) =
1

ki (t)

ki(t)∑
j:r⃗j∈Ui

v⃗j (t) (1)

where ki (t) is the total number of particles in Ui (this includes the particle itself, as it is clarified in Fig. 1-a).
The spatial evolution of the particle will be affected by a noise factor; in this work we shall use the vectorial noise as

proposed by Chaté et al. [15]. This is how a particle’s angle is updated based on the average local velocity described in Eq.
(1), and how this in turn updates velocity and position:

r⃗i (t + ∆t) = r⃗i (t) + v⃗i (t) ∆t

θi (t + ∆t) = Angle
{
V⃗i (t) /v0 + η eiξi(t)

}
v⃗i (t + ∆t) = v0 eiθi(t+∆t) (2)

where the ‘‘Angle’’ function is defined as Angle
{
u0eiθ0

}
= θ0 (we here use the complex number representation of 2D vectors

for simplicity), ξi (t) is a random number uniformly distributed in the [−π; π ] range, η is the noise intensity and the time
increment per simulation step is ∆t = 1 (Fig. 1-b). Note that the updated positions r⃗i (t + ∆t) are based on velocities prior
to update v⃗i (t) (this is known as the backward update rule [16]).

2.1. The order parameter

The order parameter [1,17] (sometimes called general consensus) is an instantaneous value given by the set of agents’
velocities according to

φη (t) =
1

Nv0


N∑
i=1

v⃗i

 . (3)

It should be noted that φη (t) is also a noisy time series. Simulated systems begin with a very low order parameter in
initial conditions (φη (t = 0) ∼ 0, disordered phase) since all particles start with velocity v0 in random directions and after
a sufficiently long simulation time τ , the system (away from coexistence noise) will reach a unimodal order parameter
distribution. In order to establish if a proposed τ is appropriate, we study the curve

⟨
φη (t)

⟩
(average across realizations). As

follows,

1. Divide the interval I = [τ ; T ] in 10 sub-intervals (being T the total simulated time).
2. Calculate the set of slopesm of a linear regression of

⟨
φη (t)

⟩
in each sub-interval.

3. Find the average slope ⟨m⟩.
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If ⟨m⟩ satisfies

⟨m⟩ ≤
σ (m)
√
10

(4)

(where σ (m) is the standard deviation), then it may be considered that all local approximations fluctuate around a constant
value (⟨m⟩ ∼ 0) beyond that short initial transient. Having found a suitable τ we can concatenate all realizations1 with
a given noise intensity η in one set Φ (η) =

{
φj

η (τ ≤ t ≤ T )
}
and therefore the order parameter as a function of noise

intensity is:

φ (η) = ⟨Φ (η)⟩ (5)

where the average is over the values of Φ (η).
Despite the fact that the VM is a far-from-equilibrium system [18], it is useful to adopt as an observable the following

definition of susceptibility (χ (η)), based on the variance of the order parameter [19]:

χ (η) =
[⟨

Φ2⟩
− ⟨Φ⟩

2] N (6)

where Φ ≡ Φ (η) [20–22] (the reader may find an interpretation of this definition in Ref. [19]).
Another observable used to find critical points is the static (fourth order) Binder cumulant [15,23,24] given by

U (η) = 1 −

⟨
Φ4

⟩
3
⟨
Φ2

⟩2 . (7)

3. DFA measures and adjustment criterion

3.1. DFA

In order to characterize temporal correlations present in order parameter time series φ (t) we will use Detrended
Fluctuation Analysis (DFA) for the estimation of the Hurst exponent (H). Since the seminal work on DFA by Peng et al. [25]
and its multifractal generalization (MF-DFA) by Kantelhardt et al. [26] this technique has been widely used in time series
analysis and it is the most popular approach to detect the presence of long-term memory in data [27].

The DFA method follows five steps that we shall briefly enumerate (the reader will find a more detailed explanation in
Refs. [26,28]).

• Step 1: given a time series X = {xt , t = 1, . . . ,W }, with W being the number of equidistant observations, the
cumulated data series Y (k) =

∑k
t=1 (xt − ⟨x⟩), with k = 1, . . . ,W and ⟨x⟩ =

(∑W
t=1xt

)
/W , is considered.

• Step 2: this profile is divided into ⌊W/s⌋ non-overlapping windows of equal length s (⌊a⌋ denotes the largest integer
less than or equal to a).

• Step 3: a local polynomial fit yν,m (k) of degree m is fitted to the profile for each window ν = 1, . . . , ⌊W/s⌋. The
degree of the polynomial can be varied to eliminate constant (m = 0), linear (m = 1), quadratic (m = 2) or higher
order trends of the profile.

• Step 4: the variance of the detrended time series is evaluated by averaging over all data points k in each segment ν,

F 2
m (ν, s) = (1/s)

s∑
k=1

{
Y [(ν − 1) s + k] − yν,m (k)

}2

for ν = 1, . . . , ⌊N/s⌋.
• Step 5: the DFA fluctuation function is obtained by averaging over all segments and taking the square root,

Fm (s) =

{
(1/⌊W/s⌋)

⌊W/s⌋∑
ν=1

[
F 2
m (ν, s)

]}1/2

. (8)

This procedure should be repeated for different values of the time scale s in order to unveil the s-dependence of Fm. If the
time series has long-range power-law correlations, Fm (s) scales as

Fm (s) ∼ sH (9)

for a certain range of s [29]. The H exponent is estimated by the slope of the best linear regression in a double logarithmic
plot2 . The long-range correlations embedded in the time series are quantified by this exponent [30,31]:

1 It is common practice to find a single value of τ suitable for all noise intensities and realizations.
2 log ≡ log10 in this work.
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• A Hurst exponent value 0 < H < 0.5 will exist for an anti-persistent process in which an increase will tend to be
followed by a decrease and vice versa (negative autocorrelation).

• A value H = 1/2 is obtained for uncorrelated data, indicative of a true random process (a Brownian time series) in
which there is no correlation between any element and a future element.

• A Hurst exponent value 0.5 < H < 1 indicates a persistent process in which consecutive increments tend to have the
same sign (positive autocorrelation).

It should be noted that Step 1 of this technique is due to historical reasons in the development of DFA. In the original
article by Peng et al. [25] the raw nucleotide series analyzed were derivatives of processes whose correlations were to be
studied. The way to skip this step and find the properties of the series of interest is simply to give as input to the algorithm
the discrete derivative of the series to be analyzed. (x̃t = xt+1 − xt ).

3.2. Criterion based on goodness of linear fit

Suppose xt is a time series and we have M given scales3 s: s ≡ {s1, s2, . . . , sM} for which we have already calculated the
fluctuation function Fm (s) ≡ {Fm (sk)} (1 ≤ k ≤ M). The following algorithm introduced by Gulich et al. [29] determines the
optimum scale fitting range for the fluctuation function associated to the series:

1. Define a minimum amount of data points δ. In practice, this parameter should be no less than 10 so that a linear fit
makes statistical sense. Values of δ between ⌊M/4⌋ and ⌊M/3⌋ will discriminate regions of at least that amount of
data points, which is a reasonable partition of the data set.

2. Prepare the data points for linear fitting: calculate the logarithmic series Ls = {log (sk)} and LF = {log (Fm (sk))}
(1 ≤ k ≤ M).

3. Define a matrix rM×M of default values equal to 0 in which will keep the coefficients of determination of each linear
fit.

4. Compute all non-zero elements of r according to rij = R2
(
si, sj

)
where R2

(
si, sj

)
is the coefficient of determination

(R2) of the linear fit of LF versus Ls between (and including) log (si) and log
(
sj
)
. Also 1 ≤ i ≤ (M − δ + 1) and

(i + δ − 1) ≤ j ≤ M . By definition, every rij ≤ 1 and non-zero values are in the diagonal superior region of the
matrix.

5. Sort all non-zero values rij in decreasing order while keeping record of their original subindices.
6. If there are repeated values in r , sorting requires an extra criterion; based on length of interval choose first the longest

one (in amount of data points).

The first element of this list will then provide the best linear fit interval (‘Dominant’) and the rest will follow it in
decreasing quality. Since the slope of linear fit in the range estimates the scaling exponent H (according to Eq. (9)), we have
found the best estimation range for this parameter. With decreasing adjustment quality, it is also possible to find intervals
to the left of the Dominant interval (‘Previous’) or to the right (‘Next’) intervals.

This method has proven effective in finding optimal fitting regions, which are characteristic of each time series [29].
However, in dealing with many time series (i.e. many realizations with the same noise intensity) the problem arises of
deciding common fitting regions so that the results are comparable to each other. The way to overcome this problem is to
draw a histogram of the scales of the edges of all detected regions regardless of their classification (Dominant, Previous, or
Next). An identification of local frequency maxima then allows defining the most likely fitting regions for the entire set of
fluctuation functions. If the regions determined by this method are juxtaposed, then the scales separating one region from
the other can be interpreted as crossover scales.

4. Results and discussion

We simulated N = 1024 particles in a two dimensional box of sides L = 32 with periodic boundary conditions
(particle density ρ = 1), moving at a fixed speed v0 = 0.5 and an interaction radius R = 1. Total simulation steps were
T = 300 000 and instantaneous values of order parameter φ were recorded every 50 simulation steps (every time series of
order parameters was then 6000 values long). Noise intensity η ranged from 0.1 to 0.8 and 10 realizations were simulated4

for each noise value (changing random simulation seed). Typical configurations at time T are shown in Fig. 2 for both the
ordered and disordered phases.

In Fig. 3-a we show the averaged realizations
⟨
φη (t)

⟩
. A suitable value of τ was found to be 10000 (green line); with this

valuewe then calculated the order parameter as a function of noise intensityφ (η) (Fig. 3-b), aswell as Binder cumulantU (η)

(Fig. 3-c) and susceptibility χ (η) (Fig. 3-d). The Binder cumulant shows a maximum at η = 0.609 and the susceptibility at

3 Equally log-spaced.
4 Noises below 0.1 are more representative of an inelastic collision.
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(a) η = 0.1 − t = 300000. (b) η = 0.8 − t = 300000.

Fig. 2. Typical configurations at t = 300 000. N = 1024 particles, L = 32 with periodic boundary conditions (particle density ρ = 1), speed v0 = 0.5 and
an interaction radius R = 1. (a) η = 0.1 (ordered phase). (b) η = 0.8 (disordered phase).

(a) Order parameter (average of 10 realizations).

(b) Order parameter — VMVN model ρ = 1;N = 1024.

(c) Binder cumulant (on concatenated φ(t)).

(d) Susceptibility χ , ρ = 1;N = 1024.

Fig. 3. (a) Order parameters based on noise intensity, averaged over 10 realizations. Based on this plot, the proposed τ value for the rest of the analysis
was 10000 (vertical green dotted line). (b) Order parameter as a function of noise intensity φ (η). (c) Binder cumulant U (η). The coexistence noise intensity
from this graph is ηU

c = 0.609. (d) Susceptibility χ (η). The coexistence noise intensity from this graph is η
χ
c = 0.605.

a very close value η = 0.605; critical noise 0.605 ≤ ηc ≤ 0.609. In Fig. 4 we show the probability distribution functions
of 10 concatenated order parameter realizations Φ (η) =

{
φj

η (τ ≤ t ≤ T )
}
, which are monomodal away from coexistence

value ηc . The order parameter evolution may be qualitatively regarded as under the influence of an effective potential of the
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Fig. 4. Probability distribution functions of 10 concatenated order parameter realizationsΦ (η) =
{
φj

η (τ ≤ t ≤ T )
}
, τ = 10 000. The PDFs aremonomodal

away from phase transition (0.605 ≤ ηc ≤ 0.609) and bimodal close to ηc .

(a) η = 0.4—DFA-1. (b) η = 0.4—DFA-2.

(c) η = 0.4—DFA-3. (d) η = 0.4—DFA-4.

Fig. 5. Fluctuation functions of all 10 realizations for noise intensity η = 0.4. Vertical lines show edges of all detected optimal fitting regions (δ = 25).
Criterion detected edges in vertical lines: dashed blue (Dominant), dotted green (Next), dot–dash (Previous).

form V (φ) = − log (PDF) [32]. Away from phase transition these time series are stationary, while near coexistence noise
stationarity is lost due to the transit between two well defined means (a source of nonstationarities in the series).

The series analyzed were discretely differentiated to be able to use the algorithm described in Section 3.1 omitting the
integration step (Step 1).Weperformed aDFA analysis of all realizations andnoise intensitieswith 100 scales 10 ≤ s ≤ 1449;
detrending degrees werem = 1, 2, 3, 4 [33]. For each function of fluctuation we look for the optimal fitting regions with the
criterion detailed in Section 3.2 (we show this output in Fig. 5).

In order to determine fitting regions for all series, we studied the regions edges histogram for every detrending degree
(from all noise intensities an all realizations). We show this result in Fig. 6, where it may be seen that local maxima at
s = 53–65 (average s = 59). The two DFA fitting regions for all fluctuations will then be S1 = [10, 59] (short scales) and
S2 = [59; 1449] (we shall too analyze the long scales correlations), being s = 59 the crossover scale.

In Fig. 7 we show the results of estimated H in regions S1 and S2 versus noise intensity. In both cases we find an anti-
persistent process (0 < H < 0.5). This result is reasonable, since far from the coexistence noise the order parameter is
monomodal and with low dispersion, which means that a departure of the mean in either direction is probably followed by
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(a) DFA-1. (b) DFA-2.

(c) DFA-3. (d) DFA-4.

Fig. 6. Histograms for fitting zones edges. Every histogram resumes all edges of fitting regions for DFA found for all realizations and all noise levels. The
detrending degree for subplots a–d is 1–4. In all cases there is a local maximum at s = 53 − 65. Therefore fitting regions for DFA will be S1 = [10, 59] and
S2 = [59, 1449].

(a) DFA-1. (b) DFA-2.

(c) DFA-3. (d) DFA-4.

Fig. 7. Average H over 10 realizations versus η (error bars from std). The detrending degree for subplots a–d is 1–4. In blue circles estimations fitted in the
S1 = [10, 59] interval (short scales), in red ×s estimations fitted in the S2 = [59, 1449] interval (long scales).
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(a) DFA-1. (b) DFA-2.

(c) DFA-3. (d) DFA-4.

Fig. 8. Average H over 10 realizations and 10 random shuffles each versus η (error bars from std). The detrending degree for subplots a–d is 1–4. In blue
circles estimations fitted in the S1 = [10, 59] interval (short scales), in red ×s estimations fitted in the S2 = [59, 1449] interval (long scales) as done in
Fig. 7.

an offset in the opposite direction [34]. The very definition of φη (t) in the [0, 1] interval (Eq. (3)), the PDFs (Fig. 4) or the
potentials, and the sufficient length of the obtained time series reassure this observed range of H .

The adjustment in short scales (blue circles in the figure) always produces H exponents greater than those found for long
scales (red ×s in the figure), regardless of the detrending degree (results are stable as discussed by Oświȩcimka et al. [33]).
For both short and long scales, the exponent value decreases from its starting value slowly from η = 0.1 to η = 0.5; while
at ηH

c = 0.605 a well-defined peak (H ∼ 0.3) is found which then drops rapidly to a stable value (the long scales spike is
always sharper than the short scales one). This general behavior is observed in all cases and so it is not due to a detrending
artifact.

We performed 10 random shuffles of each of the series used and repeated the previous analysis of H as shown in Fig. 8.
We find that the peaks disappear and the resulting exponents are constant, taking the value thrown by the original series for
noises greater than the coexistence noise (disordered phase). This shows that, as expected, the structure of the time series
plays an important role in the dynamics observed in the order parameter. However, in the next section we discuss that at
coexistence noise wemust also consider the role of the order parameter transit between two separate values since this is the
source of nonstationarities in the considered series [35] (the shuffling process also destroys the nonstationarities present in
the series near coexistence noise).

4.1. Interpretation of Hurst exponent spike at coexistence noise

To interpret the Hurst exponent peak observed in coexistence noise level, we will study the correlations characteristics
present in that case. In Fig. 9-a we show a typical case of order parameter when η = 0.605. The distribution for this
realization (Fig. 9-b) is consistent with that shown in Fig. 4, so that we will take the case as representative of the whole set.

In order to simplify this discussion, we will restrict the analysis in this section to DFA-25 with fitting in the full range of
scales (an analysis with different degrees of detrending and dominant scales will give similar results). In Fig. 9-c we show
the result of the DFA analysis of the order parameter series obtaining a Hurst exponent Hc = 0.260 ± 0.002 (consistent
with that observed in Fig. 7-b). The hypothesis we introduce is that this high exponent compared to those seen away from
coexistence noise (except for very low noise) is due to the continuous transit of the order parameter between two well-
defined metastable states, each with a lower Hurst exponent. As shown in Fig. 4, there are two attractive phases in which
the system can be trapped depending on noise intensity. Undergoing dynamics creates consensus under low noise level.
That is translated into anti-persistence in order parameters’ time series towards higher values of noise intensity (close to 1).
Anti-persistence is quantitatively denoted by low values of H (H < 0.5). However, as we approach coexistence noise value

5 As in the previous analysis, the series are discretely differentiated before being processed by the traditional algorithm.
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(a) Time series, η = 0.605. (b) PDF from τ . (c) Fluctuation function,H = 0.260±0.002 (full
range fit).

(d) Separated time series, η = 0.605. (e) PDFs. (f) Fluctuation functions.

Fig. 9. Study of bimodality in order parameter time series at coexistence noise (η = 0.605). (a) Typical order parameter output for the VMVN. The green
dashed vertical line indicates τ = 10 000;while the red dashed horizontal line indicates a threshold valueφ0 = 0.45. (b) PDF ofφ (τ ≤ t ≤ T ) for realization
shown in -a. (c) DFA-2 fluctuation function of φ (τ ≤ t ≤ T ). Fitting in the full range of scales ([10, 1449]) we obtainHc = 0.260±0.002. (d) Decomposition
of series shown in -a (τ ≤ t ≤ T ) into two subseries: series 1 (blue, 3876 datapoints) is made with values φ ≥ φ0 and series 2 (red, 1924 datapoints) is
made with values φ < φ0 . (e) PDF for both subseries: series 1 (blue, mean = 0.6078 and std = 0.0618) and series 2 (red, mean = 0.2536 and std = 0.1132).
(f) DFA-2 fluctuation functions for both subseries: series 1 (blue) and series 2 (red). Fitting in the each full range of scales we obtain H1 = 0.111 ± 0.004
and H2 = 0.157 ± 0.005. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

(frombelow, Fig. 7) the consensus dynamic isweakened, increasing the persistence of the process (increasingH towards 0.5).
Once the system transited to no-consensus phase, anti-persistent undergoing processes takes control again, considerably
reducing H . Away from coexistence noise the series are stationary, while close to coexistence noise, the bimodality of the
series is a source of nonstationarities.

The original order parameter series (5798 data points) can be decomposed into two subsets: one with all the original
consecutive values equal or above one threshold and one analogous with values below the threshold (this is shown in Fig. 9-
d where the threshold chosen is 0.45). In Fig. 9-e we show the statistical properties of both subseries: series 1 (blue, mean
= 0.6078 and std = 0.0618) and series 2 (red, mean = 0.2536 and std = 0.1132). The DFA analysis of each of the subseries
(Fig. 9-f) shows that it is effectively two processes with Hurst exponents smaller than the complete series from which they
come: H1 = 0.111 ± 0.004 (series 1) and H2 = 0.157 ± 0.005 (series 2).

4.1.1. Synthesis of series
In order to see if previous decomposition result corresponds to a more general rule we decided to test the validity of the

inverse path: given two synthetic processes with

1. similar mean and std to studied subseries,
2. Hurst exponents similar to H1 and H2,

combine them so that the resulting series shows an exponent compatible with Hc (>H1,H2) - a systematic study of several
nonstationarities related to this technique can be found in the work of Chen et al. [35]. As a starting point, we used the
MATLAB wfbm (H0, L) function6 to simulate fractional Brownian motions (fBm), with a given Hurst exponent H0 and series
length L. In order to be able to satisfy the statistical distribution requirements of the simulated data (average and std) and

6 Following the algorithm proposed by Abry and Sellan [36].
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(a) Generated TfBms. (b) PDFs. (c) Fluctuation functions.

(d) Concatenated TfBms. (e) PDF. (f) Fluctuation function, H = 0.273±0.001 (full
range fit).

Fig. 10. Transformed fractional Brownian motion reconstruction of φ (t) at coexistence noise (Fig. 9). (a) Transformed fBms subseries (TfBm); TfBm series
1 (blue, 3875 data points) and TfBm series 2 (red, 1923 data points). The red dashed horizontal line indicates a threshold value φ0 = 0.45. (b) PDF for both
subseries: TfBm series 1 (blue, mean = 0.6078 and std = 0.0618) and TfBm series 2 (red, mean = 0.2536 and std = 0.1132). (c) DFA-2 fluctuation functions
for both subseries: TfBm series 1 (blue) and TfBm series 2 (red). Fitting in the each full range of scaleswe obtainH1 = 0.113±0.002 andH2 = 0.143±0.003.
(d) Both subseries concatenated after being split in 15 random length blocks (a block from series 1 is followed by a block of 2 and so on). the red dashed
horizontal line indicates the threshold value. (e) PDF of the full synthesized series (-d). This distribution is in good agreement with the original simulated
series (Fig. 9-b). (f) DFA-2 fluctuation function of the fractional Brownian motion reconstruction. Fitting in the full range of scales ([10, 1449]) we obtain
H = 0.273 ± 0.001. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Hurst exponents (after discrete differentiation), we followed a trial and error process and found that appropriate generation
conditions are:

series1 = wfbm(0.02, 3875)

series2 = wfbm(0.10999, 1923) (10)

while the transformation of statistical distribution features gives the desired transformed fractional Brownian motion
(TfBm):

TfBm series1 = 0.6078 + (0.0618/std (series1)) · series1

TfBm series2 = 0.2536 + (0.1132/std (series2)) · series2. (11)

Both TfBm series are shown in Fig. 10-a, and their statistical distributions are depicted in Fig. 10-b. The DFA result (full
range fit) is shown in Fig. 10-c; TfBm series 1 (blue, H1 = 0.113 ± 0.002) and TfBm series 2 (red, H2 = 0.143 ± 0.003).
The above shows that both generated TfBms satisfy conditions 1 and 2, and it remains to detail the method of mixing the
two series. For this purpose, we will simply divide each TfBm into 15 random length blocks7 and concatenate them starting
with block 1 of TfBm series 1 followed by block 1 of TfBm series 2, then block 2 of TfBm series 1 followed by block 2 of
TfBm series 2 and so on (the result of this concatenation is shown in Fig. 10-d). The PDF of the concatenated series (Fig. 10-
d) is in good agreement with that of the original series (Fig. 9-b), while the Hurst exponent calculated (full range fit) for
this series is H = 0.273 ± 0.001 (Fig. 10-f), which is also approximately the same as that observed for the original series
(Hc = 0.260 ± 0.002, Fig. 9-c).

7 This number was chosen based on the amount of larger blocks in the series, however the following results remain valid for a considerable amount of
blocks as seen in Fig. 11.
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(a) Generated TfBms. (b) Concatenated TfBms, 15
blocks.

(c) Concatenated TfBms, 50
blocks.

(d) Concatenated TfBms, 500
blocks.

(e) H of concatenated TfBms (DFA-2)—full range fit.

Fig. 11. (a) Transformed fractional Brownian motion subseries as in Fig. 10. (b–d) Reconstruction of φ (t) at coexistence noise with subseries from -a
concatenating 15, 50 and 500 blocks respectively. (e) Average H over 100 realizations (error bars from std) versus the amount of concatenated blocks
(DFA-2, full range fit).

Table 1
Summary of results.

mean std H

Representative series – - 0.260 ± 0.002
Concatenated series (100 ensemble) – - 0.28 ± 0.06

Series 1 (representative series) 0.6078 0.0618 0.111 ± 0.004
TfBm series 1 (100 ensemble) 0.6078 0.0618 0.106 ± 0.007

Series 2 (representative series) 0.2536 0.1132 0.157 ± 0.005
TfBm series 2 (100 ensemble) 0.2536 0.1132 0.16 ± 0.01

To give more statistical support to this result we have repeated this process of synthesis with the same characteristics
detailed in 100 independent cases. The averages for the generated TfBms were H1 = 0.106 ± 0.007 and H2 = 0.16 ± 0.01,
while for the concatenated series we find H = 0.28 ± 0.06 (all errors are the corresponding stds). These results are
summarized in Table 1.

To investigate the impact on concatenated series exponent due to the amount of time a synthesized system spends in a
given state, we generate TfBms as in the previous paragraph, but varying the number of blocks used (Fig. 11). We find that
under these conditions there is a definite maximum of H between the 15–25 blocks (H ∼ 0.3, Fig. 11-e); considering error
bars thismaximum remains to over 100 blocks. Up to 180 blocks, the Hurst exponent of the concatenated series is larger than
the largest exponent of the subseries (H2 = 0.16), while using over then 380 blocks the exponent is less than the smallest
of the exponents of the two subseries (H1 = 0.11). Note that the uncertainty in H also decreases with the number of blocks.

We have carried out an ensemble analysis of block sizes and found that for blocks with higher order parameter sizes were
up to approximately s = 80, while for lower order parameters sizes were up to approximately s = 30. The average between
these two widths is close the one indicated as a cutoff scale (s = 59).

4.1.2. The effect of threshold value
In Fig. 12we show the effect of the threshold valueφ0 on the values ofH for each of the subseries as detailed above (in this

case we averaged over 20 realizations at coexistence noise). At φ0 = 0.1 most of the original H information is in subseries
1, while for φ0 = 0.7 most of the information is in subseries 2. At threshold value φ0 = 0.4177 both subseries present the
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Fig. 12. H versus threshold for both obtained subseries (DFA-2, full range fit). Each point is an average of 20 realizations at coexistence noise (η = 0.605),
error bars from std. Note that at φ0 = 0.7 subseries 1 values become highly dispersed due to short length of the subseries.

same Hurst exponent (H ∼ 0.13), and we can use this extreme case to make a second and simpler argument in favor of the
importance of jumps between states.

It could be argued that the effect of concatenating segments of two series with slightly different characteristics as shown
above has a destructive influence on the structure of the subseries. However, the previous synthesis process respects the
amount of data and the relative order of the blocks. To show the effect of jumps between states we generated 100 TfBms
according to

series = wfbm(0.079, 6000)

TfBm series = 0.25359 + (0.0875/std (series)) · series (12)

(this is similar to what is proposed by Chen et al. [35], sec. 4). In Fig. 13 we show a representative case in which we created
an appropriate displacement function in order to create a bimodality as from simulations with just one base TfBm. The
ensemble average (DFA-2, full range fit) for the TfBms is H = 0.14 ± 0.0017 while the displaced ensemble average is
H = 0.309 ± 0.0034, again compatible with our observations.

The offset functions are step-type and cannot be analyzed by the traditional DFA methodology. Alternatively, we study
to the power spectrum of the Fourier transform of the offset function (discretely differentiated) as 1/f β process where
Hβ = (β + 1) /2 [31]. As a complementary analysis and to simplify the discussion, in Fig. 14 we sketch an equivalence
curve between Hβ And H of DFA-2 based on processes fBm with known exponents. Given a threshold value φ0, it is also
possible to study the original series from the point of view of displacements of a single base series (this interpretation is a
simplification that does not consider the width of each of the distributions). In Fig. 14-b we take the ensemble of simulated
data at coexistence noise and apply the threshold to generate a profile that flattens the series to the lowest mean (based on
PDF information from Fig. 4). The opposite of this profile is an offset function just as the ones discussed above. Near φ0 ∼ 0.4
wee see that, in this context, this offset is the main source of nonstationarities that increase the H value of the flattened
series to the observed range of the unfiltered data (this is also in accordance with the threshold value for the previous two
subseries method). This result is robust in front of φ0 in a wide range around φ0 ∼ 0.4 as it may be seen in Fig. 14.

In order to take a more detailed look at the structure of the offset functions found, we finally propose an adjustment
based on a two-state Markov process. We generated offset functions defined by persistence probabilities p1 for state 1 and
p2 for state 2 (this automatically sets in 1 − p1 the transition probability from state 1 to state 2 and 1 − p2 the transition
probability from state 2 to state 1). We add this offset to base functions as described in Eq. (12) and compare the resulting
Hurst exponent with the result from original simulated data (green line in Fig. 14). In Fig. 15 we show the resulting H as a
function of parameters p1 and p2.

Any offset generated at the pointswithin the red zone in Fig. 15 is satisfactory in principle to reproduce theHurst exponent
of the simulated data. However, final state-distributionsmust be also taken into account. In Fig. 16we show the distributions
for various combinations of p1 and p2 within the compatible zone. In this figure we find the combination p1 ∼ 0.96 and
p2 ∼ 0.98 to be the most compatible with the original data, and therefore in this context the jumps between states can in
principle be regarded as a Markov process with those approximate values. To refine the statistics, we performed 50 more
realizations with those fixed parameters and found H = 0.26 ± 0.015, again in agreement with our results.
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(a) Base TfBm, H = 0.13911 ± 0.0016876. (b) Displacement. (c) Displaced series,H = 0.30894±0.0033894.

(d) PDF of base TfBm. (e) DFA-2 Fluctuations. (f) PDF of displaced series.

Fig. 13. (a) and (d) Base TfBm and its distribution (H = 0.139 ± 0.0017, DFA-2, full range fit). (b) Displacement (offset) function for TfBm in (a). (c) and (f)
Displaced series and its distribution (H = 0.309 ± 0.0034, DFA-2, full range fit). (e) Fluctuation functions (DFA-2) for base TfBm and displaced series.

Fig. 14. (a) Simple equivalence curve between Hβ (considering the series as a 1/f β process) and H from DFA-2 (both full range fits). We generated an
ensemble of 20 fBms with known H and 6000 points in length. Linear fit for equivalence is H = 0.8537Hβ +0.08245. (b) Simulations data: offset functions
equivalentH as 1/f β process versusφ0 (red); resulting flattened seriesH (blue—DFA-2, full range fit); original series (green—DFA-2, full range fit). Average
and std from 20 realizations.

5. Conclusions

We have used DFA to study time series taken from the dynamics of the order parameter for the VMVN with different
intensities of noise. We identified a crossover scale (s ∼ 59) in the fluctuation functions by separating short and long scales
behavior. Hurst exponents for short scales (more affected by noise) are always greater than those for long scales. Throughout
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(a) H , DFA-2 full range fit, average over 20 realizations. (b) ∆H from std.

Fig. 15. Two-state model and estimation of equivalent H , ensemble over 20 realizations (6000 points each series, full range DFA-2 fit). (a) Average H;
identity in white dashed line; in red we show the zone of H in the 0.2635 ± 0.0114 range (original simulated series H , see Fig. 14). (b) Error ∆H from std.

Fig. 16. Probability distribution functions of artificial series for several combinations of parameters p1 and p2 within the final H ∼ 0.26 range (see Fig. 15).

the range of studied noise, the Hurst exponents show an anti-persistent process (0 < H < 0.5), which is expected for
monomodal series, as it is the case for studied systems away from coexistence noise.

For both short scales and long scales we find a peak at ηc = 0.605 (the known phase transition noise). This peak is well
defined, with a value of H greater than that observed away from ηc . Considering that the order parameter series shows a
bimodal distribution near coexistence noise, we postulated that this is due to a continuous transit of the order parameter
between two well-defined monomodal states, leading to nonstationarities in the series at coexistence noise. We proposed
two interpretations for the study of such nonstationarities. The first considered a concatenation of two series each with a
lower H exponent. We also developed a methodology to characterize and reproduce the statistical and fractal properties
of order parameter series in coexistence noise using synthetic series (TfBm). We have presented a statistical argument
to validate that (in these particular conditions) the proposed concatenation of two low H monomodal series leads to a
higher Hurst exponent, compatible with VMVN data. In the second case we consider a base series locally displaced by offset
functions.We have systematically studied the characteristics of these functions both in synthetic series and fromour original
simulations. In this sense, we found that it is possible to interpret the offset functions as a Markov process.

In a recent article, Zhao et al. [14] studied a peak of correlations as an indicator of the phase transition in the 2D Ising
model. While at zero field the Ising model suffers a second order phase transition with a corresponding divergence of the
correlation time; the Vicsek model with vectorial noise studied in the present article presents a well established first order
phase transition which naturally, does not exhibit a divergence in correlation times, but, on the other hand, shows phase
coexistence andmetastability. Metastability introduces nonstationarities8 in time series of the order parameter, that greatly
contribute to the peak observed in H . It is well known that trends notably affect the estimation of the real correlation nature
related to the intrinsic fluctuations of a series [37]; DFA and MF-DFA allow an elimination of polynomial trends of different
order [38]. However, oscillatory trends (e.g. seasonal cycles [31]) are known to strongly disturb the correlation analysis and

8 In the sense of time series analysis.
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are usually given a special treatment [39,40]. We conclude that in a system with a phase transition (such as the one in the
VMVN) the oscillation of the order parameter near ηc may be a priori regarded as a handicap for DFA, but, on the contrary,
opens the possibility of finding coexistence noise levels by studying the resulting spike of the Hurst exponent.
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